
You Look Like I Need Another Drink

The Audition

That boy smiles just like hollywood
That girl acts interested
Here I am dressed to massacre
All alone in the corner of a crowded room
Lights camera wait
No ones getting any action
Take a sip while no ones looking
Just to try to ease the tension
Director cut to my dying slowly
On the floor in the corner of a crowded room

I'll ask you a question
Sharp and witty with my tongue
I'll do whatever I have to
Till I have my way with you

Look into my mirror (you could close the eyes, you could close the eyes. I'm
 everything you want)

And tell me what you see (you could pass a glance, you could pass a glance. 
I'm everything you want)
A hole in my chest by the face in the reflection of me

Slit slash I'm making a gash on your ego
Cause I'm far too good for you
Is this the liquor talking? 
Lights camera wait
No ones getting any action
Take a sip while no ones looking 
Just to try to ease the tension
Director cut to my dying slowly 
On the floor in the corner of a crowded room

I'll ask you a question

Sharp and witty with my tongue
No need for hands with you
I'll undress you with my eyes

Look into my mirror (you could close the eyes, you could close the eyes. I'm
 everything you want)
And tell me what you see (you could pass a glance, you could pass a glance. 
I'm everything you want)
A hole in my chest by the face in the reflection of me

You will never be caught seen with me 
Cause I'd be caught dead before I was seen with you

Brace yourself and watch your back
It's time I bury this
Hatchet so deep inside your chest
You'll wish you never asked for it
Brace yourself and watch your back
It's time I bury this
Hatchet so deep inside your chest
You'll wish you never asked for it

When you tell me that everything was right
Were you conscious of your subconscious on that night



So, look into my mirror (I'm everything you want and need)
And tell me what you see (I'm everything you want and need)
A hole in my chest by the face in the reflection of me

All I need is you on me
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